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The University of Leeds
EXTERNAL EXAMINER’S REPORT
ACADEMIC YEAR: 2012– 2013
Part A: General Information
Subject area and awards being examined
Faculty / School of:

Fine Art, History of Art and Cultural Studies

Subject(s):
Programme(s) / Module(s):

MA in Art Gallery and Museum Studies

Awards (e.g. BA/BSc/MSc etc):

MA

Completed report
The completed report should be attached to an e-mail and sent as soon as possible, and no later than six weeks after the relevant
meeting of the Board of Examiners, to exexadmin@leeds.ac.uk.
Alternatively you can post your report to:

Head of Academic Quality and Standards
Academic Quality and Standards Team
Room 12:81, EC Stoner Building
The University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT

Part B: Comments for the Institution on the Examination Process and Standards
Matters for Urgent Attention
If there are any areas which you think require urgent attention before the programme is offered again please note them in this box

Only applicable in first year of appointment
Were you provided with copies of previous relevant External Examiners’ reports and the response of the School to these?

Yes, directly from <> who has agreed to be a mentor during my first year as External Examiner.

For Examiners completing their term of appointment
Please comment on your experience of the programme(s) over the period of your appointment, remarking in particular on changes from
year to year and the progressive development and enhancement of the learning and teaching provision, on standards achieved, on
marking and assessment and the procedures of the School

Standards

1. Please indicate the extent to which the programme Aims and Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) were
commensurate with the level of the award



The appropriateness of the Intended Learning Outcomes for the programme(s)/modules and of the structure and content of the
programme(s);
The extent to which standards are appropriate for the award or award element under consideration.

The ILOs were entirely appropriate to a Museum and Art Gallery studies MA and the individual modules are
designed to enabled students to engage with a broad yet relevant range of academic and practical
approaches to the field. Moreover, the intellectual, theoretical and practical approaches and skills that
students develop during the course will prepare them effectively for further academic study or a career in
the Museum and Gallery sector. The ILOs are also supported further by extensive and up to date reading
lists, thought provoking and relevant essay questions, the wide ranging expertise and interests of
departmental and museum-based staff working on the course, and the use of technology and social media in
teaching the course and providing a forum for further discussion and support. I also want to note the
impressive range of placement opportunities that the staff have developed over time and the critical
importance of this time consuming aspect of the course which is fundamental to the success and reputation
of the course and the attainment of its ILOs.
2. Did the Aims and ILOs meet the expectations of the national subject benchmark (where relevant)?


The comparability of the programme(s) with similar programme(s) at other institutions and against national benchmarks and the
Framework for Higher Education Qualifications.

This MA is among the best on offer in the field in the UK. It has high recruitment standards and an excellent
success rate. Students are usually expected to have at least one year of Museum experience to demonstrate
their commitment and this is one of the only Museum and Gallery Studies MAs to offer managed
professional placements in a wide variety of art institutions, something which employers consider invaluable
in a challenging and hugely-competitive professional sector.
3. Please comment on the assessment methods and the appropriateness of these to the ILOs



The design and structure of the assessment methods, and the arrangements for the marking of modules and the classification
of awards;
The quality of teaching, learning and assessment methods that may be indicated by student performance.

The course is assessed by a combination of extended essays, a placement report (which may take various
forms) and a dissertation. Classes are structured around student presentations, guest speakers, museum and
gallery visits and group discussions. These teaching methods and assessments are entirely proper to an MA
in Museum and Gallery Studies. Other activities, such as the student body curating and evaluating a small
exhibition in the University Library gallery and holding a student symposium, are formative but have
underlying importance in team building, confidence boosting and in the preparation of final dissertations.
Students also have considerable flexibility in defining the nature of their Museum, Object, Practice
placement and submission so that it best reflects their interests and ambitions. The taught component to
this course is also admirable in its flexibility and responsiveness to current affairs and emerging issues.
The course offers students a good blend of history, practice, philosophy and theory and engagement. This
academic framework helps them open up interesting questions and test out ideas and possibilities, whereas
the placement allows them to think about their university readings and sessions in practice. The
identification of the dissertation topic for Museum, Object, Practice, also gives students the opportunity to
engage with the challenges of the professional environment and to get more deeply engaged with their
placement organisation.
One concern is the inconsistency of staff comments in their feedback on assessed work in each module,
both between markers and between papers in an individual course. Sometimes comments are oblique and
opaque and may not sufficiently assist student development. Equally, many of the student papers do not
attain the highest levels of English spelling, grammar or idiom and yet staff do not make a specific point of
commenting on these errors even if the overall presentation of a piece does influence the grade awarded. It
would be useful to explore how to achieve greater consistency in comments across markers/papers. It would
also be worth making a point of advising candidates directly where their written English has hindered their
performance.
This year the sickness of a member of replacement staff during <> sabbatical led unexpectedly to there being
less pastoral attention for students during their museum placements. While individual student work does

not seem to have suffered, some remedial work will be necessary to ensure continuing good relationships
with institutional partners in future years. Sick leave also meant that this unit was assessed by four staff
instead of two in a team marking exercise; this did not have a negative impact on marks or the student
experience.
4. Were students given adequate opportunity to demonstrate their achievement of the Aims and ILOs?



The academic standards demonstrated by the students and, where possible, their performance in relation to students on
comparable courses;
The strengths and weaknesses of the students as a cohort.

Students achieved marks across the whole range of grades although this year’s cohort were above average
with four distinctions and eight merits. Two students’ marks were delayed and two failed to complete, one
on the Registrar Programme left to take a permanent job as a registrar at the Museum of London thereby
fulfilling the point of <> funded placement. The other, a foreign student, has taken time out to improve <>
English and consider <> options. A third who scraped a pass was strongly committed to the course but was
challenged when writing in English. The experience of these two South Asian students leads to a note of
caution about the pressures of enthusiastic student recruitment and the additional demands placed on staff
and potentially other students if one or several students do not have the necessary level of English. On
discussion, I am confident that <> is aware of the importance of extra care and support that such students
require but University administrators should be aware of the additional pressures and reputational issues
that students without the required level of English can present.
The methods of formal assessment and formative practices (eg 1000 word formative written piece, blogs
and digital resources, exhibition and student symposium) provide a varied and appropriate palette of
opportunities through which students can both develop and demonstrate their ILOs.

5. For Examiners responsible for programmes that include clinical practice components, please comment on
the learning and assessment of practice components of the curriculum

6. Please comment on the nature and effectiveness of enhancements to the programme(s) and modules since
the previous year
It would be particularly helpful if you could also identify areas of good practice which are worthy of wider dissemination.

Although this is my first year as External Examiner on this course, I have been advised that in the last year a
1000 word formative essay is now due mid-semester one so that students have the opportunity for feedback
on their written work before submitting their first pieces of examined work. This seems to have been a
positive introduction both for students and staff.
Students have also benefitted directly from the appointment of <> as a Research Fellow in Heritage. <>
contributes to the teaching of Interpreting Cultures and who brings <> expertise in Museum Education and
Outreach to the department. <> has also had a positive impact on the success of the Museum Studies’ blog
which is now more active and collaborative, providing a space in which students can engage in peer to peer
contact and can interact informally with staff over the contents of courses and current affairs in the museum
and gallery sphere (eg exhibition reviews etc). It is also useful for staff, as it helps to extend conversations
had in class and also alerts them to student progress, their interests and any potential problems.
The introduction of the Registrar’s Project, funded by the Arts Council via Leeds Museum and Art Gallery,
which secures a place on the MA for a student planning a career as a registrar has been successful with this
year’s candidate, <>, withdrawing early from the course to take up full-time employment as a registrar at the
Museum of London.
7. Please comment on the influence of research on the curriculum and learning and teaching
This may include examples of curriculum design informed by current research in the subject; practice informed by research;
students undertaking research.

The staff involved in designing the course are research active and it is clear that their academic research,
interests in the wider field and professional experience in museums, galleries and the art market ensures
that the design and teaching of the course is properly engaging, incisive and up to date. Some of the
teaching is done by staff from Leeds City Art Gallery, the Media Museum and other cultural organisations
and this interaction with Museum professionals is invaluable for student development as is the presence of
<>, Research Fellow in Heritage who also helps engender a thriving research culture.

All students in the school are now members of the Centre for Critical Studies in Museums, Galleries and
Heritage which, with its interdisciplinary focus and programme of speakers, enables students to gain a wider
understanding of the field as well as in the research and practice being conducted within the academic
sector and the art world more widely.
For Examiners involved in mentoring arrangements

8. If you have acted as a mentor to a new External Examiner or have received mentor support please comment
here on the arrangements

The Examination/Assessment Process

9. The University and its Schools provide guidance for External Examiners as to their roles, powers and
responsibilities. Please indicate whether this material was sufficient for you to act effectively as an External
Examiner.


Whether External Examiners have sufficient access to the material needed to make the required judgements and whether
they are encouraged to request additional information.
Yes

10. Did you receive appropriate documentation relating to the programmes and/or parts of programmes for
which you have responsibility, e.g. programme specifications or module handbooks, marking criteria?


The coherence of the policies and procedures relating to External Examiners and whether they match the explicit roles they
are asked to perform.

Yes and I am particularly grateful to <> and <> for their support and efficiency in helping me gain an
overview of the course and the departmental structure in my first year as Examiner. I have also been invited
to approach the <> for <> guidance as a mentor as I establish myself at External Examiner for the course.
11. Were you provided with all draft examination papers/assessments? Was the nature and level of the questions
appropriate? If not, were suitable arrangements made to consider your comments?
No

12. Was sufficient assessed / examined work made available to enable you to have confidence in your evaluation
of the standard of student work? Were the scripts clearly marked/annotated?

Sufficient examined work was made available to me and I am happy to receive these on paper, although it
would be worth exploring if there is a way of printing out the Turn It In marked scripts so that comments are
integrated better with the texts.
13. Was the choice of subjects for dissertations appropriate? Was the method and standard of assessment
appropriate?
yes

14. Were the administrative arrangements satisfactory for the whole process, including the operation of the
Board of Examiners? Were you able to attend the meeting? Were you satisfied with the recommendations of
the Board?

Yes. I did have a conversation with <> about one student whose mark was borderline but on further
discussion I was happy with the mark awarded.
15. Were appropriate procedures in place to give due consideration to mitigating circumstances and medical
evidence?
Yes

Other comments

Please use this box if you wish to make any further comments not covered elsewhere on the form

This is an excellent and well respected course and one that remains attractive to home and foreign
students. It should be recognised, however, that its success is due to the dedication and hard work of <>
and <> who need to put considerable hands on time into supporting the student body, ensuring the
course keeps abreast of continuous developments in the field and maintaining strong connections with
cultural institutions in the North West and in London.
Now that the course has been running for ten years, it would be desirable to develop some sort of
Alumni network that could perhaps feed in to the programme of external speakers that the Centre offers,
and also to the scope for further internships and placements either during or after the course.
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